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The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally eligible to
be called for practical test, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the post of Driver Gr.II
- STATEWIDE (Category No. 019/2022 )Part II(Fishermen/Dependent of Fishermen Category in Kerala State Co-
operative Federation for Fisheries Development Limited on Rs.18000-41500/- on the basis of the OMR held on
05-09-2022.

The register numbers in the following list are arranged in the numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in
anyway, indicate their respective score in the said test.

HEAD OFFICE, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Phone : 0471-2546400
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SL.No.

NOTIFICATION

Main List
105387 106051 106736 107742 108205 108704

109212 110325 110521 110718 112379 112739

112871 112923 112927 112965 113003 113479

113494 113496 113518 113530 113541 114324

114411 114413 114508 114724 114789 115313

115524 115905 116021 116217 116261 116328

118367 118467 118527 118658 119407 119437

119566 120010 120303 125616 125868 128694

128876 132853
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Note :- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional subject to scrutiny and admission of
application on absolute basis. Inclusion of Register numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on the
candidate for inclusion in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2) The Short List is prepared based on the details furnished by the candidate in the application and
subsequent claims will not be entertained at any stage.

Note :- (3) The list has been prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in the OMR
Test.

Note :- (4) The candidates who have secured 31 ( thirty one ) marks and above are included in the Short List .

Note :- (5) The Register Number of those candidates who do not produce the required documents within the
prescribed time limit and whose application found otherwise defective will be deleted from the Short List without
further notice.

Note :- (6) Candidates included in the Short List should present and produce in person the original documents for One
Time Verification. Date,time and Venue of Practical Test will be published shortly.

Note :- (7) According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts can be
rechecked after the publication of Ranked List. Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List to be
published for the post.

Note :- (8) Candidates included in the Short List are required to produce Dependency Certificate issued by the
Revenue authority on the basis of the certificate issued by the Fisheries officer concerned at the time of OTR
Verification.

Note :- (9) Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 05-09-2022 will be issued to those candidates who, apply
for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List. The scripts of no candidates are
invalidated for the above mentioned post.

Total number of Candidates in the ShortList : 50

Number of Candidates in the Main List : 50


